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PREFACE
I’ve written College Algebra: Essentials, Fourth Edition, to
help diverse students, with different backgrounds and future
goals, to succeed. The book has three fundamental goals:
1. To help students acquire a solid foundation in algebra,

preparing them for other courses such as calculus,
business calculus, and ﬁnite mathematics.
2. To show students how algebra can model and solve
authentic real-world problems.
3. To enable students to develop problem-solving skills,
while fostering critical thinking, within an interesting
setting.

newspapers, almanacs, and online sites
tes
to prepare the Fourth Edition. Among
ong
the 78 worked-out examples and
exercises based on new data sets, you’ll
u’ll
find applications involving modelingg
blood-alcohol concentration
(Section P.1), starting salaries for
college graduates (Section 1.3),
the world’s vanishing tiger population
on
n
(Section 3.2), and the year humans
become immortal (Section 4.1).
Concept and Vocabulary Checks.

One major obstacle in the way of achieving these goals
is the fact that very few students actually read their
textbook. This has been a regular source of frustration
for me and for my colleagues in the classroom. Anecdotal
evidence gathered over years highlights two basic reasons
that students do not take advantage of their textbook:

The Fourth Edition contains 358 new
w
short-answer exercises, mainly fillin-the-blank and true/false items, that assess students’
understanding of the definitions and concepts presented in
each section. The Concept and Vocabulary Checks appear
as separate features preceding the Exercise Sets.

• “I’ll never use this information.”

Great Question! This feature takes the content of each

• “I can’t follow the explanations.”

I’ve written every page of the Fourth Edition with the
intent of eliminating these two objections. The ideas and
tools I’ve used to do so are described for the student in
“A Brief Guide to Getting the Most from This Book,”
which appears at the front of the book.

Study Tip in the Third Edition and presents it in the
context of a student question. Answers to questions offer
suggestions for problem solving, point out common errors
to avoid, and provide informal hints and suggestions.
‘Great Question!’ should draw students’ attention and
curiosity more than the ‘Study Tips.’ As a secondary
benefit, this new feature should help students not to feel
anxious or threatened when asking questions in class.

A Note on the Essentials Version
of College Algebra

New Chapter-Opening and Section-Opening Scenarios.

College Algebra: Essentials, Fourth Edition is a concise
version of the Sixth Edition of College Algebra. The
essentials version differs from the Sixth Edition only in
terms of length. Chapter 6 (Matrices and Determinants),
Chapter 7 (Conic Sections), and Chapter 8 (Sequences,
Induction, and Probability) have been eliminated. The
essentials version provides a lighter, less expensive
alternative to the Sixth Edition for instructors
who do not cover the topics in Chapters 6,
7, and 8.

What’s New in the
Fourth Edition?
New Applications and
Real-World Data. I’m

on a constant search for
data that can be used
to illustrate unique
algebraic applications.
I researched hundreds
of books, magazines,
viii

Every chapter and every section open with a scenario
based on an application, many of which are unique to the
Fourth Edition. These scenarios are revisited in the course
of the chapter or section in one of the book’s new examples,
exercises, or discussions. The often humorous tone of these
openers is intended to help fearful and reluctant students
overcome their negative perceptions about math.
New Blitzer Bonuses. The Fourth Edition contains a

variety of new but optional enrichment essays. Examples
include “Using Algebra to Measure Blood-Alcohol
Concentration” (Section P.1), “Seven Ways to Spend
$1 Trillion” (Section P.2), and “Addressing Stress
Parabolically” (Section 3.1).
Sample Homework Assignments. Within each Exercise

Set, I have chosen odd-numbered problems, primarily
from the Practice Exercises, that can serve as sample
homework assignments. These are indicated by a
blue underline in the Annotated Instructor’s Edition.
Based on the goals and objectives of your course, you
may wish to enrich each sample homework assignment
with additional exercises from the other categories in the
Exercise Set.
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New Interactive Figures. These new figures bring

mathematical concepts to life and are included in
MyMathLab. Used as a lecture tool, the figures help
engage students more fully and save the time spent
drawing figures by hand. Questions pertaining to each
figure are assignable in MyMathLab and reinforce
active learning and critical thinking. Each figure has an
accompanying Exploratory Exercise that encourages
further study and can be used as a presentation tool or as
an open-ended learning assignment.

What Content and Organizational
Changes Have Been Made to the
Fourth Edition?
•

Section P.1 (Algebraic Expressions, Mathematical
Models, and Real Numbers) contains a new essay,

now called a Blitzer Bonus, on using algebra to
measure blood-alcohol concentration. This Blitzer
Bonus should set the stage for the book’s engaging
collection of unique applications.
•

Section P.6 (Rational Expressions) presents a new

example on excluding numbers from a rational
expression with a trinomial denominator.
•

•

has a new discussion (within the context of the Great
Question! feature) on whether a negative number can
belong to the solution set of a logarithmic equation.
•

What Familiar Features Have Been
Retained in the Fourth Edition?
•

•

Section 2.5 (Transformations of Functions) has a more

•

•

•

Section 3.5 (Rational Functions and Their Graphs) has

a variety of exercises where students must factor to
find vertical asymptotes or holes.
•

Section 3.6 (Polynomial and Rational Inequalities)

contains a new example on solving a polynomial
inequality with irrational boundary points that
requires the use of the quadratic formula.
•

Section 4.1 (Exponential Functions) presents an

intriguing new Blitzer Bonus on the year humans
become immortal. The section also contains a new
table clarifying interest plans in which interest is paid
more than once a year.

Check Point Examples. Each example is followed

by a similar matched problem, called a Check
Point, offering students the opportunity to test their
understanding of the example by working a similar
exercise. The answers to the Check Points are
provided in the answer section.

Section 3.2 (Polynomial Functions and Their
Graphs) contains a new example on graphing

f(x) = -2(x - 1)2(x + 2), a polynomial function
whose equation is given in factored form.
•

Explanatory Voice Balloons. Voice balloons are

used in a variety of ways to demystify mathematics.
They translate algebraic ideas into everyday English,
help clarify problem-solving procedures, present
alternative ways of understanding concepts, and
connect problem solving to concepts students have
already learned.

Section 2.6 (Combinations of Functions; Composite
Functions) has a new example on finding the domain

of a function with a square root in the denominator.
There is also a new example that ties in with the
section opener (number of births and deaths in the
United States) and illustrates an application of the
algebra of functions.

Detailed Worked-Out Examples. Each worked

example is titled, making clear the purpose of the
example. Examples are clearly written and provide
students with detailed step-by-step solutions. No steps
are omitted and key steps are thoroughly explained to
the right of the mathematics.

Section 1.2 (Linear Equations and Rational Equations)

thoroughly developed discussion of how stretching or
shrinking changes a graph’s shape.

Section 5.3 (Partial Fractions) uses the Great Question!

feature to include a discussion on speeding up the
process of finding partial fraction decompositions.

contains examples involving both inconsistent
equations and identities.
•

Section 4.4 (Exponential and Logarithmic Equations)

•

Extensive and Varied Exercise Sets. An abundant

collection of exercises is included in an Exercise Set
at the end of each section. Exercises are organized
within eight category types: Practice Exercises, Practice
Plus Exercises, Application Exercises, Writing in
Mathematics, Technology Exercises, Critical Thinking
Exercises, Group Exercises, and Preview Exercises. This
format makes it easy to create well-rounded homework
assignments. The order of the Practice Exercises is
exactly the same as the order of the section’s worked
examples. This parallel order enables students to refer
to the titled examples and their detailed explanations to
achieve success working the Practice Exercises.

x

•
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Practice Plus Problems. This category of exercises

•

contains more challenging practice problems that
often require students to combine several skills
or concepts. With an average of ten Practice Plus
problems per Exercise Set, instructors are provided
with the option of creating assignments that take
Practice Exercises to a more challenging level.
•

Chapter 1 and functions are introduced in Chapter 2,
with an integrated graphing functional approach
emphasized throughout the book. Graphs and
functions that model data appear in nearly every
section and Exercise Set. Examples and exercises use
graphs of functions to explore relationships between
data and to provide ways of visualizing a problem’s
solution. Because functions are the core of this
course, students are repeatedly shown how functions
relate to equations and graphs.

Mid-Chapter Check Points. At approximately

the midway point in each chapter, an integrated
set of Review Exercises allows students to review
and assimilate the skills and concepts they learned
separately over several sections.

Graphing and Functions. Graphing is introduced in

•

Section Objectives. Learning objectives are clearly

stated at the beginning of each section. These
objectives help students recognize and focus on the
section’s most important ideas. The objectives are
restated in the margin at their point of use.
•

Integration of Technology Using Graphic and
Numerical Approaches to Problems. Side-by-side

features in the Technology boxes connect algebraic
solutions to graphic and numerical approaches to
problems. Although the use of graphing utilities
is optional, students can use the explanatory voice
balloons to understand different approaches to
problems even if they are not using a graphing utility
in the course.
•

Chapter Summaries. Each chapter contains a review

chart that summarizes the definitions and concepts in
every section of the chapter. Examples that illustrate
these key concepts are also referenced in the chart.
•

End-of-Chapter Materials. A comprehensive

collection of Review Exercises for each of the
chapter’s sections follows the Summary. This is
followed by a Chapter Test that enables students to
test their understanding of the material covered in
the chapter. Beginning with Chapter 2, each chapter
concludes with a comprehensive collection of mixed
Cumulative Review Exercises.
•

Discovery. Discovery boxes, found throughout the

text, encourage students to further explore algebraic
concepts. These explorations are optional and their
omission does not interfere with the continuity of the
topic at hand.
I hope that my passion for teaching, as well as my respect
for the diversity of students I have taught and learned
from over the years, is apparent throughout this new
edition. By connecting algebra to the whole
spectrum of learning, it is my intent
to show students that their world is
profoundly mathematical, and indeed,
p is in the sky.

Robert Blitzer
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DYNAMIC RESOURCES
MyMathLab® Online Course (access code required)
MyMathLab delivers proven results in helping individual students succeed. It provides
engaging experiences that personalize, stimulate, and measure learning for each student.
And it comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and an eye on the future.
To learn more about how MyMathLab combines proven learning applications with powerful
assessment, visit www.mymathlab.com or contact your Pearson representative.
In Blitzer’s MyMathLab® course, you have access to the most cutting-edge, innovative study
solutions proven to increase student success. Noteworthy features include the following:

Ready to Go Courses.
These new courses provide students with all the same great MyMathLab features that you’re
used to but make it easier for instructors to get started. Each course includes author-chosen,
preassigned homework, integrated review questions, quizzes, and cumulative review exercises
to make creating your course even simpler.

Interactive Figures.
These Mathematica-based figures make the figures
from the text come alive. Used during a lecture,
interactive figures engage students more fully and save
time that would otherwise be spent drawing them by
hand. Exercises pertaining to each interactive figure
are assignable in MyMathLab to reinforce active
learning, critical thinking, and conceptual reasoning.

Integrated Review.
Skill review quizzes are assignable throughout the
course, testing students on prerequisite knowledge.
From these quizzes, each student receives a personalized, just-in-time review assignment,
allowing them to refresh forgotten concepts.

MathTalk Videos.
Engaging videos connect mathematics to real-life events
and interesting applications. These fun, instructional
videos show students that math is relevant to their daily
lives and are assignable in MyMathLab.

Video Assessment.
Assignable MXL exercises are available for MathTalk
videos to help students retain valuable information
presented in the videos.

xii

Dynamic Resources xiii

Section-Lecture Videos.
These videos provide lectures for each section of the text to help
students review important concepts and procedures 24/7.

Concept and Vocabulary Check.
New and assignable in MyMathLab, these short-answer and
fill-in-the blank exercises provide a quick check for
understanding of concepts. These questions also test for reading
comprehension before the student moves on to the exercises.

Chapter Test Prep Videos.
Students can watch instructors work
through step-by-step solutions to
all the Chapter Test exercises from
the textbook. These are available in
MyMathLab and on YouTube.
www.youtube.com/BlitzerColAlgEss4e

Instructor Resources
Additional resources can be downloaded from www.pearsonhighered.com or hardcopy resources
can be ordered from your sales representative.

TestGen.

Instructor’s Solutions Manual.

Enables instructors to build, edit, print, and
administer tests using a computerized bank of
algorithmic questions developed to cover all the
objectives of the text.

Fully worked solutions to all textbook exercises.

PowerPoint Lecture Slides.
Fully editable lecture slides that correlate to the
textbook.

Mini Lecture Notes.
Additional examples and helpful teaching tips for
each section.

Annotated Instructor’s Edition.
Shorter answers are on the page beside the
exercises. Longer answers are in the back of the
text.

Student Resources
LEARNING GUIDE

Additional resources to help student success are available to be packaged
with the Blitzer textbook and MyMathLab access code.

Student’s Solutions Manual.
Fully worked solutions to odd-numbered exercises and available to be
packaged with the textbook.

Learning Guide.

Charles B. Davis

This note-taking guide is organized by objective and begins each chapter
with an engaging application, providing additional examples and exercises
for students to work through for greater conceptual understanding and
mastery of mathematical topics. The Learning Guide is available as PDFs
and customizable Word files in MyMathLab. They can also be packaged
with the textbook and MyMathLab access code.

TO THE STUDENT
The bar graph shows some of the qualities that
students say make a great teacher. It was my goal to
incorporate each of these qualities throughout the
pages of this book.

Explains Things Clearly
I understand that your primary purpose in reading
College Algebra: Essentials is to acquire a solid
understanding of the required topics in your algebra
course. In order to achieve this goal, I’ve carefully
explained each topic. Important definitions and
procedures are set off in boxes, and worked-out
examples that present solutions in a step-by-step
manner appear in every section. Each example is
followed by a similar matched problem, called a
Check Point, for you to try so that you can actively
participate in the learning process as you read the
book. (Answers to all Check Points appear in the back of the book.)

Funny & Entertaining
Who says that an algebra textbook can’t be entertaining? From our quirky cover to the photos in the
chapter and section openers, prepare to expect the unexpected. I hope some of the book’s enrichment
essays, called Blitzer Bonuses, will put a smile on your face from time to time.

Helpful
I designed the book’s features to help you acquire knowledge of college algebra, as well as to show you
how algebra can solve authentic problems that apply to your life. These helpful features include
• Explanatory Voice Balloons: Voice balloons are used in a variety of ways to make math less

intimidating. They translate algebraic language into everyday English, help clarify problemsolving procedures, present alternative ways of understanding concepts, and connect new
concepts to concepts you have already learned.
• Great Question!: The book’s Great Question! boxes are based on questions students ask in class.
The answers to these questions give suggestions for problem solving, point out common errors to
avoid, and provide informal hints and suggestions.
• Chapter Summaries: Each chapter contains a review chart that summarizes the definitions and
concepts in every section of the chapter. Examples from the chapter that illustrate these key
concepts are also referenced in the chart. Review these summaries and you’ll know the most
important material in the chapter!

Passionate about the Subject
I passionately believe that no other discipline comes close to math in offering a more extensive set
of tools for application and development of your mind. I wrote the book in Point Reyes National
Seashore, 40 miles north of San Francisco. The park consists of 75,000 acres with miles of pristine surfwashed beaches, forested ridges, and bays bordered by white cliffs. It was my hope to convey the beauty
and excitement of mathematics using nature’s unspoiled beauty as a source of inspiration and creativity.
Enjoy the pages that follow as you empower yourself with the algebra needed to succeed in college,
your career, and your life.
Regards,

Bob
Robert Blitzer
xiv
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distance, 410–411, 421
Average cost function, 404–405,
407, 437, 440
Average rate of change, 263–264,
284

Body-mass index, 431
age and, 573
Bouquet, mixture of flowers in,
562
Box dimensions, 375
Brain, growth of the human, 500
Break-even analysis, 524–525, 528,
562
Bridge coupon book/toll passes,
134, 198
Budgeting, groceries vs. health
care, 267
Building’s shadow, 205
Bus fares, 134
Business ventures, 528

B
Ball, thrown upward and outward,
344
Ball’s height above ground,
418–419, 421, 538
baseball, 514
bounce height, 431
football, 17, 338–339, 435
maximum height, 435
Bank and credit union charges, 198
Banking angle and turning radius
of bicycle, 431
Baseball diamond diagonal length,
163
Baseball’s height above ground,
514
Basketball, hang time in air when
shooting, 180
Basketball court, dimensions of,
130
Bass in lake over time, 437
Beauty
changes in cultural values of,
515
symmetry and, 232
Berlin Airlift, 575, 581
Bicycle friendly U.S. communities,
204–205
Bicycle manufacturing, 528
profits and constraints, 581
Bird species population decline,
505
Birth(s)
in U.S. from 2000 through
2009, 286, 291–292
to unmarried women, 506
Birthday cake, 51
Birthday date sharing, 310
Blood-alcohol concentration,
15–16, 19, 486–487, 492
Blood pressure and age, systolic,
157–158
Blood volume and body weight,
424–425
Body fat in adults by age and
gender, percent, 241

C
Cable lengths between vertical
poles, 181
Calculator manufacturing costs,
437
Calorie-nutrient information, 585
Calories
candy bars with highest fat
content and, 530
needed to maintain energy
balance, 87–88
Camera, price before reduction,
127–128
Candy bars with highest fat
content, 530
Canoe manufacturing, 528
Capital punishment, 165
Carbon-14 dating, 497, 507
decay model, 504–505, 507
Carbon dioxide, global warming
and atmospheric, 209, 252–254
Cardboard length/width for box,
560
Car depreciation, 134, 228
Car rentals, 182–183, 194–195, 205
Cave paintings, prehistoric, 505
Celebrity earnings, 210–211,
212–213
Cellular phone plan, 198, 228,
234–235, 241, 243
Centrifugal force, 429–430
Checking accounts, 198, 199
Chernobyl nuclear power plant
accident, 453
Chess tournament, round-robin,
161–162
Chickens eaten per year, 34
Children’s height modeled, 462,
467, 468, 488–489
Cholesterol
and dietary restrictions, 573
intake, 587
Cigarette consumption, 120, 409
Coffee consumption, sleep and,
514

Coin tosses, 198
College
projected enrollment, 134, 204
salary after, 202
College education
availability of, to qualified
students, 134
average yearly earnings and, 133
bachelor’s degrees awarded to
women, 513
vs. men, 92
changing attitudes toward,
133–134
cost of, 2, 4–5, 19
College graduates
median starting salaries for,
123–124
among people ages 25 and
older, in U.S., 454
College majors, campus mergers
and, 136
College students
freshmen
attitudes about life goals,
124–126
claiming no religious
affiliation, 211–212, 214
emotional health of, 325
opposition to feminism, 467
opposition to homosexual
relationships, 512
procrastination and symptoms
of physical illness among,
516, 529
Comets, intersection of planet
paths and, 559
Communities, bicycle-friendly,
204–205
Compound interest, 449–450, 451,
452, 454, 487–488, 491, 493,
510, 512, 513–514
continuously compounded,
479, 488, 491, 512, 514, 588
Computer(s)
assembly, time required for, 438
computer-generated animation,
270
discounts, 292–293, 299
price before reduction, 128
prices, 301–302
ratio of students to computers
in U.S. public schools, 352
sale, 75
Concentration of mixture, 121
Cone volume, 430
Constraints, 576–578, 580–581, 586
Continuously compounded
interest, 479, 488, 491, 512,
514, 588
Coronary heart disease, 506
Corporate income tax, 165

Applications Index xvii
Cost(s). See also Manufacturing
costs
of college education, 2, 4–5, 19
of health insurance, 453
minimizing, 581
Cost and revenue functions/breakeven points, 299, 524, 525, 528,
584, 587
for PDA manufacturing, 562
Cost function, 345, 437. See also
Cost and revenue functions/
break-even points
bike manufacturing, 407
robotic exoskeleton
manufacturing, 404–405
running shoe manufacturing,
408, 526
wheelchair manufacturing, 405

D
Dead Sea Scrolls, carbon-14 dating
of, 497
Death penalty, percentage of
Americans in favor of, 529
Death rate
firearms and, 325
hours of sleep and, 532, 536
Deaths
from 2000 through 2009, 286,
291–292
in the 20th century, 585
Debt, national, 20, 28, 31–32, 35, 90
Decay model for carbon–14,
504–505, 507
Deforestation, Amazon, 436
Depression
exercise and, 270
sense of humor and, 105–106,
116–117
Dinosaur bones and potassium-40
dating, 505
Distance
between pairs of cities, 320
safe, expressway speed and, 89
Distance traveled, 19
by car after brakes applied, 538
Diver’s height above water, 421
Diversity index, 90
Divorce, age of wife at marriage
and probability of, 100–101
“Don’t ask, don’t tell” policy,
267–268
Driver’s age
arrests and drunk driving as
function of, 409
fatal crashes and, 162
Driving rate and time for trip, 426
Drug concentration, 265, 408
Dual investments, 19, 128–129,
134–135, 165, 166, 204, 328, 588

E
Eagle’s height and time in flight,
324
Earnings. See also Salary(ies)
college education and, 133
wage gap in, by gender, 227
Earthquake epicenter, 320

Earthquake intensity, 455, 463,
511
Earthquake relief, 574, 575–578
Education, median annual income,
by level of, 61–62. See also
College education
Electrical resistance, 432
Elephant’s weight, 492
Elevator capacity, 198, 573
Elk population, 514
Endangered species, 505
Ethnic diversity, 90
Exam grades, 198, 205
Executions, last words uttered
before, 165
Exercise
depression and, 270
heart rate and, 3
target heart rate ranges for, 18
Exponential decay model, 505,
512, 514
Expressway speeds and safe
distances, 89

F
Fahrenheit/Celsius temperature
interconversions, 17, 198
Fathers, single, 506
Federal budget deficit, 90
Federal budget expenditures on
human resources, 409
Federal Express aircraft purchase
decisions, 582
Federal income tax, 228
Fencing
cost of, 531
for enclosure, 557–558
maximum area inside, 342,
344–345, 346
Ferris wheel, 320
Fetal weight, age and, 204
Field’s dimensions, 585
Films, Oscar-winning, 300–301
Firearms and death rates for ten
industrialized countries, 325
Floor dimensions, and area for
pool and fountain, 560
Floor space, length and width of,
205
Flu
epidemic, 498–499
inoculation costs, 87
mixture for vaccine, 228
time-temperature flu scenario,
229–230
Food cost per item, 267, 539
Football field dimensions, 130
Football’s height above ground,
17, 338–339
Force required to stretch spring,
431
Foreign-born population in U.S., 166
FoxTrot comic strip, 49
Frame dimensions, 135
Freedom 7 spacecraft flight, 311
Free-falling object’s position,
418–419, 421, 438

Freshmen. See under College
students
Fuel efficiency, 229

G
Garbage, daily per-pound
production of, 63
Garden, width of path around, 163
Gas pressure in can, 427
Gas price in the U.S., average,
362–363
Gay service members discharged
from military, 267–268
Gender
average number of awakenings
during night by, 103
bachelor’s degrees awarded
and, 92, 513
calories needed to maintain
energy by, 87–88
first-year U.S. college students
claiming no religious
affiliation by, 211–212, 214
labor force participation by,
180
life expectancy by year of birth
and, 256
median annual income by level
of education and, 61–62
percentage of United States
population never married,
ages 25-29 and, 256, 258
percent body fat in adults by, 241
wage gap by, 227
Global warming, 209, 252–254
Golden rectangles, 50, 159,
162–163
Gravitational force, 429
Gravity model, 432
Groceries, budgeting for, 267
Gun control, 530

H
Half-life of radioactive element,
505, 512
Happiness
average level of, at different
times of day, 310
per capita income and national,
257
Health care
budgeting for, 267
gross domestic product (GDP)
spent on, 491
savings needed for expenses
during retirement, 506
Health club membership fees,
134
Health insurance cost, 453
Heart beats over lifetime, 35
Heart disease
coronary, 506
moderate wine consumption
and, 257–258
Heart rate, 18
exercise and, 3
exercise and, target heart rate
ranges for, 18

life span and, 438
before and during panic attack,
362
Heat generated by stove, 432
Heat loss of a glass window, 432
Height. See also Ball’s height
above ground
of building, shadow cast and,
205
child’s height modeled, 462,
467, 468, 488–489
diver’s height above water, 421
of eagle, in terms of time in
flight, 324
as function of age, 263, 266,
283–284
healthy weight region for, 515,
562, 567–568, 572–573
percentage of adult height
attained by girl of given
age, 467, 489
weight and height
recommendations/
calculations, 135, 431
Highway fatalities involving
distracted driving, 328
Hispanic population, 512
HIV infection. See also AIDS
number of Americans living
with, 347
T cell count and, 210, 219–220
Homosexual relationships,
freshmen’s opposition to, 512
Horror film sequels, body count
in, 203
Hotel room types, 530
Households, mixed religious
beliefs in, 197
House sales prices, 228
House value, inflation rate and,
453
Hubble Space Telescope, 433
Human resources, federal budget
expenditures on, 409
Humor and depression, sense of,
105–106, 116–117
Hurricanes and barometric air
pressure, 492
Hydrogen ion concentration, 492

I
Ice cream, U.S. consumption of,
513
Identical twins, distinguishing
between, 531
Illumination intensity, 431, 432
Imaginary number joke, 143
Income
highest paid TV celebrities,
210–211, 212–213
length of time to earn $1000,
122
median annual, 51
median annual, by level of
education, 61–62
Income tax, federal, 228
Inflation, cost of, 120

xviii

Applications Index

Inflation rate, 453
Inn charges before tax, 134
Inoculation costs for flu, 87
Insurance
health, 453
pet, 242
Intelligence quotient (IQ) and
mental/chronological age, 431
Investment(s)
accumulated value of, 449, 451,
452, 487–488
amounts invested per rate,
539
choosing between, 450–451
compound interest, 449–450,
451, 452, 454, 479, 487–488,
491, 493, 510, 512, 513–514,
588
for desired return, 205
dual, 19, 128–129, 134–135, 165,
166, 204, 328, 588
in greeting cards, 528
and interest rates, 19
maximizing expected returns,
582
money divided between
high- and low-risk, 573
in play, 528
Iraq war, cost of, 32

J
Jeans price, 299

K
Kinetic energy, 432

L
Labor force
changing pattern, 560
participation by gender, 180
Labrador retrievers, color of, 60
Ladder’s reach, 163
Learning curve, 120
Learning theory project, 499
Lemon tree yield, maximum,
347
Length of violin string and
frequency, 428
Life expectancy, 256
most time-consuming activities
during, 133
Life span, heart rate and, 438
Light intensity, 440
sunlight beneath ocean’s
surface, 490
Literacy and child mortality, 244,
257
Living alone, number of
Americans, 259, 262–263
Living arrangements of U.S.
adults, 530
Long-distance telephone charges,
135
Loudness, 438, 467, 477, 506, 513
Love over time, course of, 197
Luggage, volume of carry-on, 388
Lunch menus, 581

M
Mailing costs, 242, 324
Mall browsing time and average
amount spent, 442, 443
Manufacturing constraints, 576,
577, 578
Manufacturing costs. See also Cost
function
bicycles, 228
calculator, 437
PDAs, 562
portable satellite radio players,
440
robotic exoskeletons, 391,
404–405
tents, 586
wheelchair, 405
Marching band, 531
Marijuana use by U.S. high school
seniors, 103
Marital status, 529
unmarried Americans, ages
25–29, 256, 258
Markup, 134
Marriage, interracial, percentage
of Americans in favor of laws
prohibiting, 205
Marriage age
legal ages for, 226–227
preferred age in a mate, 310
of wife, probability of divorce
and, 100–101
Mass
of hydrogen atoms, 34
of oxygen molecules, 34
Maximum area, 341–342, 344–345,
390, 435
Maximum product, 344, 390,
439
Maximum profit, 390, 439, 578,
587
Maximum scores, 582
Maximum yield, 347
Median age. See under Age(s)
Medicare costs/spending,
529–530
Memory retention, 453, 467–468,
491, 511
Miles per gallon, 229
Military, gay service members
discharged from, 267–268
Minimum product, 340–341,
435
Minimum wage, 528
Miscarriages, by age, 506
Mixture problems, 562
concentration, 121
flu vaccine, 228
Modernistic painting consisting of
geometric figures, 540
Moon weight of person given
Earth weight, 431
Moth eggs and abdominal width,
364, 375
Motion picture industry box-office
receipts, 34

Movies
attendance, 34
ticket price of, 203
top ten Oscar-winning, 300–301
Music business, CD vs. digital
track sales, 584

N
National debt, 20, 28, 31–32, 35, 90
National diversity index, 90
Natural disaster relief, 581
Nature, golden rectangle in, 159
Negative life event, sense of
humor and response to,
105–106, 116–117
Negative square roots, 137, 143
Neurons in human vs. gorilla
brain, 63
Newton’s Law of Cooling, 508

O
Ohm’s law, 143
Open box lengths and widths, 163
Orbits
of comets, 559
of planets, 559
Oscar-winning films, top ten,
300–301

P
Panic attack, heart rate before and
during, 362
Park, pedestrian route around, 163
Parking lot, dimensions of, 163
Parthenon at Athens, as golden
rectangle, 50
Path around swimming pool,
dimensions of, 135
Pay phones in U.S., number of
(2000–2006), 121
PDA manufacturing costs and
revenues, 562
Pedestrian route around park, 163
Per capita income and national
happiness, 257
Perceived length of time period
and age, 432
Pet insurance, 242
pH
of human mouth after eating,
408
pH scale, 492
Phone calls between cities, 423, 432
Physician visits, 242
Pitch of a musical tone, 438
Planet years, 180
Playground, dimensions of, 345
Pollution removal costs, 76
Pool dimensions, 135
path around, 135, 163
Population
Africa, 496
over age 65 (U.S.), 507
alligator, 166
Asia, 514
bird species in danger of
extinction, 505

Bulgaria, 504
California, 490
Canada, 507, 508
Colombia, 504
elk, 514
Europe, 514
exponential growth modeling,
504, 505
foreign-born (U.S.), 166, 539
Germany, 504, 514
gray wolf, 448–449
Hispanic, 512
Hungary, 493
India, 453, 504
Iraq, 504
Israel, 504
Japan, 504
Madagascar, 504
Mexico, 505
New Zealand, 505
Nigeria, 506
Pakistan, 504
Palestinian, 504
Philippines, 504
Russia, 504
in scientific notation, 30
single, 259–260, 262–263
Texas, 490
Uganda, 507, 508
United States, 299, 437,
495–496, 507
percentage never married,
ages 25–29, 256, 258
total tax collections and, 34
and walking speed, 500
world, 92, 300, 494, 501–502,
503, 505, 513
Population projections, 134, 504
U.S. elderly, 49–50
Price(s)
advertising and, 428–429, 433
computer, 301–302
gasoline, 362–363
of a house, 228
jeans, 299
of movie ticket, 203
paintings, 584
Price reductions, 136, 301–302
price before, 127–128, 134, 166,
204, 207
Pricing options, 199
Problem solving time, 136, 429
Profit function, 345, 526, 528, 562,
576
Profits
department store branches,
299
maximizing, 345, 390, 439, 581,
586, 587
maximum, 439
maximum daily, 578
maximum monthly, 581
on newsprint/writing paper, 586
production and sales for gains
in, 198
total monthly, 581

Applications Index xix
Projectiles, paths of, 330, 438.
See also Ball’s height above
ground; Free-falling object’s
position
Pyramid volume, 438

Robotic exoskeletons
manufacturing costs, 391,
404–405
Rug cleaner rental rates, 134
Rug’s length and width, 560
Runner’s pulse, 492

R
Racial diversity, 90
Radiation intensity and distance of
radiation machine, 431
Radios produced and sold, 528
Rain gutter cross-sectional area,
163, 345
Rate of travel
airplane rate, 531
average rate and time traveled,
228
average rate on a round-trip
commute, 87
rowing rate, 531
Razor blades sold, 539
Rectangle
area of, 50
dimensions of, 163, 166, 205,
421, 531, 557–558, 560, 585,
587, 588
dimensions of, maximizing
enclosed area, 341–342
golden, 50, 159, 162–163
perimeter of, 50, 88, 121
Rectangular box dimensions,
375
Rectangular carpet dimensions,
207
Rectangular field dimensions,
204
Rectangular garden
dimensions of, 328
width of path around, 163
Rectangular sign dimensions, 163
Rectangular solid, volume of, 62
Reflections, 275
Religious affiliation
first-year U.S. college students
claiming no, 211–212, 214
spouses with different, 197
Rental
apartment, 529
car, 182–183, 194–195, 205
rug cleaner, 134
truck, 198
Repair bill
cost of parts and labor on, 135
estimate, 198
Restaurant tables and maximum
occupancy, 531
Revenue and cost functions, 524,
525, 528, 562
break-even points, 528, 584, 587
Revenue functions, 345, 526.
See also Cost and revenue
functions/break-even points
Reversibility of thought, 64
Roads to expressway, length of,
181

S
Salary(ies)
choosing between pay
arrangements, 328
after college, 202
college education and, 133
for college graduates with
undergraduate degrees,
123–124
earnings with overtime, 514
gross amount per paycheck,
135
salesperson’s earnings/
commissions, 204
summer sales job, 328
total weekly earnings, 581
weekly, 121
Sales
computer, 75
price and advertising and,
428–429, 433
selling price for paintings,
584
television, 75
theater ticket, 539
Salesperson’s earnings, 204
Satellite radio players,
manufacturing costs of, 440
Savings
and compound interest, 491
needed for health-care
expenses during retirement,
506
Seconds in a year, 34
Sex, legal ages for, 226–227
Shaded region areas, 62, 75
Shipping cost, 324. See also
Mailing costs
Ship tracking system, 559
Shot put
angle and height of, 344
path of, given angle, 162
Skeletons, carbon-14 dating of,
505
Skydiver’s fall, 425–426, 438
Sleep
average number of awakenings
during night, by age and
gender, 103
coffee consumption and, 514
death rate and hours of, 532, 536
Smartphones, sales of, 512
Smoking, cigarette consumption of
U.S. adults, 120
Smoking-related deaths and
disease’s incidence ratios,
408–409
Soccer field dimension, 135

Social Security benefits/costs, 206,
529–530
Sound intensity, 432, 467, 477,
506, 513
Space exploration and relativity
theory, 35, 47, 50
Spending per person, average
annual, 538
Spouses with different faiths, 197
Square, length of side of, 163
Stereo speaker loudness, 438
Stolen plants, 136
Stomach acid, pH of, 492
Stopping distances
for car, 410–411, 421
for motorcycles at selected
speeds, 438
for trucks, 421–422
Stories, matching graphs with,
104
Stress levels, 342
Strontium–90, 498
Sunscreen, exposure time without
burning and, 2
Supply and demand, 528–529
Supply-side economics, 375
Surface sunlight, intensity beneath
ocean’s surface, 490
Swimming pool dimensions, 135
path around pool, 135, 163
Swimming pool tile border, 164
Systolic blood pressure, age and,
157–158

T
Target heart rate for exercise, 18
Task mastery, 478, 511
Taxes
bills, 198
federal tax rate schedule for
tax owed, 242
income
corporate, 165
federal, 228
inn charges before, 134
tax rate percentage and
revenue, 375
U.S. population and total tax
collections, 34
Telephone plans
cellular plans, 228, 234–235,
241, 243
texting plan, 121, 126–127, 166,
198, 204, 207
Television
manufacturing profits and
constraints, 580–581
number of channels, 63
sales, 75
screen dimensions, 159, 560
viewing, by annual income,
177–178
Temperature
of cooling cup of coffee, 510
and depth of water, 431

in enclosed vehicle, increase
in, 464
Fahrenheit-Celsius
interconversions, 17, 198
global warming, 209, 252–254
home temperature as function
of time, 284–285
increase in an enclosed vehicle,
506
Newton’s Law of Cooling, 508
time-temperature flu scenario,
229–230
Tennis club payment options, 136
Tennis court dimensions, 135
Texting while driving, 328
Theater attendance, maximizing
revenue from, 581
Theater ticket sales, 539
Thefts in U.S., 436
Tickets sold, movie, 34
Time traveled, average rate and,
228
Triangle, isosceles, 163, 531
Truck rental costs, 198
Trucks, stopping distances
required for, 421–422
TV. See Television

U
Unemployment and years of
education, 437

V
Vacation lodgings, 573
Vacation plan packages, cost of,
585
Vaccine, mixture for flu, 228
Vehicle fatalities
distracted driving and, 328
driver’s age and, 162
Vertical pole supported by wire,
166, 207
Violin string length and frequency,
428
Volume(s)
of carry-on luggage, 388
of cone, 430
of figures, 389
for given regions, 75
of open box, 62

W
Wage, minimum, 528
Wage gap, 227
Walking speed and city
population, 500
War, cost of, 32
Water pipe diameter, number of
houses served and size of, 431
Water pressure and depth,
423–424
Water supply produced by
snowpack, 438
Water temperature and depth,
431
Water used in a shower, 425

